STUDENT
Strategic Professional CBE support
1. Introducing the CBE

5. CBE Preparation webinars

Start by getting familiar with the CBE interface for the Strategic
Professional (SP) exams, you can do this by accessing the resources
linked below.
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Watch the exam-specific on-demand CBE preparation webinars
including a practical demonstration from an expert tutor showing
you how to work through a question and use the CBE functionality
effectively. You can also watch this
to get
general tips on preparing for an SP CBE.
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2. CBE guidance document
Read through the CBE Guidance document (linked for
and
all other
exams), this provides a comprehensive
introduction to the SP CBE functionality. This will guide you as
you start to explore specimens and other practice content on the
practice platform.

6. March 2020 review videos
Watch expert tutors review the March 2020 CBE, referring to
examiner feedback and explaining exam approach to certain
questions in the exam.
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3. Practice Platform
Make it a habit to practice exam questions using the
. You’ll be able to view up to date
specimens and past exam questions provided by ACCA.
Watch this
out of the Practice Platform.

7. Managing the SP CBE workspace

to learn how to get the most

8. How to succeed in subject specific SP CBE

4. CBE preparation videos
Watch the short videos introducing what to consider before the
exam day, exam strategy and how to manage the workspace
effectively, including tips and techniques for completing answers.
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Watch our short
on how to manage the SP CBE workplace
effectively. Acquire tips and tricks that can make it more
efficient for you when attempting questions in the real exam.
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Watch the on-demand ‘How to succeed in SP CBE’ webinars.
These sessions recap the available SP CBE support resources,
share an expert tutor’s top tips for approaching the exam,
and cover guidance on effective workspace management.
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